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ABSTRACT
Digital preservation makes high claims concerning the quality of digital artifacts. How to reach or maintain such high
quality is currently subject to ongoing research. How to assure this quality is missing sufficient attention. On the one
hand, many of the commonly applied quality metrics do not
provide an accurate interpretation of information loss and
distortions, on the other hand initial quality assessment of
digitized collections is in many parts an obstacle yet unsolved. We argue, that perceptual quality metrics should
play an essential part in quality assurance of either initial
digitization, migration or curation workflows. By identifying tasks critical to subjective quality estimation we outline
relevant open research areas in different domains.
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1.

MOTIVATION

Digitization - as one of many techniques in use by the conservation communities - has the goal to fully capture the information of the targeted object [1]. This vaguely defined goal
is commonly interpreted from two different points of view
- digitization for public access and digitization for preservation [2]. Quality constraints for providing broad public access to library materials are perceived less severe than those
for preservable digital surrogates of real objects. Digitized
art-works, document images, audio or video files are made
accessible in reduced resolution and converted to compressed
media formats. Quality constraints have to conform with
bandwidth and copyright limitations and important criteria
such as readability of document images or intelligibility of
spoken content are treated with less severity. Creating digital artifacts constituting enough value to pursue a digital
preservation strategy, adheres more complex quality requirements. Typically, initial acquisitions - also called master files

- are of higher quality and consequently claim more storage
space. Lossy compression is a contemplated option with a reported reduction of up to 98% for digital image archives [3].
Reducing quality in favor of storage space or bandwidth limitations requires the migration of the master files to different
file formats. Quality assurance (QA) being an essential tool
for estimating the loss of information during the process
concentrates on maintaining the quality after migration or
curation actions [4, 5] to verify that the migrated collection
adheres to certain quality standards. Quality metrics commonly used or suggested by best practices [6, 7, 8] currently
are appropriate to capture deviations in different versions
after lossless transformations (e.g. migrating audio documents from mp3 to wav format [9]). Compressing the digital content with an accepted loss of information demands for
a subjective interpretation of which amount of degradation
is still acceptable. Such relation between low-level quality
descriptors and compression artifacts is not available in the
context of digital preservation. Acquiring such information
by means of user evaluations is required to create significant
quality models capable of providing objective quality estimates about subjectively motivated quality attributes such
as annoyance of distortions or readability.
Such evaluations should include or focus on already perceptually motivated quality or similarity measures. For instance, Structural Similarity (SSIM) [10] was used to successfully identify near-duplicates within document image collections [11, 12, 13]. Perceptual similarity estimations are
more robust against distortions originating from lossy compression. Research towards objective quality measures in
digital preservation has to include the adjustment of such
similarity measures to evaluations of subjective interpretations of the digital artifact’s quality.
Assessing the initial quality of digitized objects or collections
lacks the amenity of having reference objects to calculate
relative quality estimations. No-Reference quality assessment (also known as blind- or non-intrusive quality assessment) tries to define objective estimates describing distortions of audible or visual stimuli that correlate to subjective
mean opinion scores (MOS). Applying the described userevaluated subjective quality attributes to blind-quality estimates would provide an invaluable objective measure for
assessing the quality of newly-digitized objects.

2.

STATE OF THE ART

A set of problems urgent to the document image analysis and
retrieval domain is described in [14]. Several factors affecting the quality of the scanned images are categorized and a
summary of pre/post-processing steps to enhance the quality is provided. A set of definitions and two models concerning document image quality and degradation are provided
in [15]. These models mainly focus on the ability to postprocess the scanned content (e.g. in terms of OCR) and
are often not generally applicable. A heuristic measure for
detecting undesired influences of lossy JPEG 2000 compression on OCR performance is proposed in [5]. A good summary of quality problems, types and causes including suggestions towards appropriate quality assurance methods is
provided in [6]. The IMProving ACcess to Text (IMPACT)
project [16] focused on the development of new approaches
to the extraction of text content from historical documents.
Thrity-seven characteristics which can affect OCR performance were identified, including bleed-through, stains, page
curl, broken characters, low contrast, skew, presence of watermarks. A summary of document digitization from a digital preservation perspective is provided by [2]. Measuring
the quality of digitization of newspaper archives is outlined
in [17]. It was also demonstrated how to use the Matchbox
Toolset to categorize defects of document image collections
[18, 19]. Different approaches to no-reference/blind image
quality assessment have been reported [20] many of them
requiring concrete knowlegde of the distortion generating
process (e.g. JPEG compression artifacts).
During the Scalable Preservation Environments (SCAPE)
project a set of tools has been developed to automatically
assess the quality of migrated digital collections. Jpylyzer
[21] can be used to validate that images that have been
migrated to the JPEG 2000 format also strictly conform
to the JPEG 2000 Part 1 (ISO/IEC 15444-1) specification
[22]. The Matchbox Toolset [11, 12] can be used to assess
the quality within document image collections (e.g. to detect duplicates [13]) or between different collections (e.g. after migration actions). It uses the perceptually motivated
Structural Similarity (SSIM) [10] measure to estimate quality deviations between different versions of images.
Summaries and guidelines of audio document preservation,
including methodology and software tools are provided in
[23, 24]. Good summaries on audio quality assessment techniques including prediction of perceptual quality are summarized in [25, 26]. Particularly two perceptually motivated
audio quality estimation models are outlined: the Perceptual
Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ) [27] and its predecessor the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ)
[28] - both audio quality standards BS.1387 and P.862 are
provided by the International Telecommunications Union
(ITU). Recently the Structural Similarity (SSIM) measure
for perceptually motivated comparison of still images [10]
has been adapted to estimate audio quality [29, 30]. Extraction of quality parameters from audio fingerprints as a fullreference similarity estimation was suggested in [31]. Such
approach seems beneficial for institutions having audio fingerprinting already applied for indexing purposes. As part
of the SCAPE project the xcorrSound tool package [9] was
created for automated audio quality assurance in the context of digital preservation. Blind or no-reference perceptual
audio quality measures have not been reported yet.

In the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) domain currently
no perceptual quality metrics are reported in literature. A
first approach towards investigating the effects of audio degradation on music classification and retrieval is presented in
[32].

3.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this section we summarize current open research questions
concerning quality assurance of digital collections.

3.1

Perceptual Quality

Though it is obviously easy for human assessors to judge
the quality of a digital artifact, it is a challenging task to
describe objective measures that can be used to automatize
quality inspection of digital collections. In textual document
images quality is often tightly related to post processing capabilities - especially concerning OCR applicability [5, 16,
15]. Such approaches assert proper performance concerning indexing and retrievability but might affect the overall
perceived image quality - especially of mixed content document image pages (e.g. antique books with depictions or
pictures). Further problems are: lack of robustness against
multilingual or handwritten text, uncommon typefaces and
various kinds of image degradation; a main focus on textual content - neglecting multi-modal content; the effects
of OCR performance enhancing image pre-processing steps
(e.g. noise reduction, contrast enhancement) on the quality
non-textual content (e.g. drawings, pictures) has yet not
been evaluated. More accurate - the correlations between
high OCR performance rates and subjective image quality
have yet not been evaluated.
Migrating digital collections to lossy file formats renders
commonly used quality estimates (e.g. Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR)) insignificant. It was reported that PSNR
poorly correlates with subjective quality and is an unreliable method for assessing image quality [33]. Recent approaches towards perceptually motivated quality estimators
and similarity measures (e.g. Structural Similarity (SSIM)
[10]) might be more appropriate to objectively assess subjective quality attributes of migrated collections. Concerning
current efforts towards migrating digital image collections
to the less resource intensive JPEG2000 format [34], approaches using natural scene statistics [35, 36, 37] should
be considered and evaluated for their applicability to digital preservation. Especially no-reference image quality estimates [20, 35, 36, 37] have to be analyzed for correlations
with subjective opinions concerning the quality of digitized
documents. Preferring perceptual quality metrics over common image similarity measures such as Absolute Error (AE)
or Mean Squared Error (MSE) was also proposed recently
in [8, 38].
Quality assessment for music and audio in general is more
complex and less matured. The low number of available audio file formats provides relative stability concerning their
probability of deprecation. Consequently, preservation actions focus on identity verification which can be analyzed
through already reported approaches (e.g. xcorrSound [9]).
Automatically evaluating the quality of digital audio collections after migration requires identifying the amount of lost
information. Due to semantic discrepancies between lowlevel audio descriptors (e.g. Mean Squared Error (MSE))
and perceived quality degradation (e.g. unnoticeable, an-

noying), similarity measures estimating the perceived quality migrated audio files are required. Declared standards
(e.g. PEAQ [27]) should be considered and evaluated. Recently approaches analyzing the structural similarity from
audio files [29, 30] - analogous to the structural similarity of
images [10] seem highly promising for assessing the migration quality in digital preservation. Though, a significant
interpretation of their estimation is yet missing. Typically a
respond value of 1 corresponds to identity, but how is a similarity value of 0.9 perceived? Will this be an unnoticeable
difference or already an annoying degradation? The applicability of these approaches to the specific domain of digital
preservation has to be evaluated thoroughly.

3.2

Perceptions of Quality

In this section we give examples of quality criteria that are
highly subjective and require perceptually motivated algorithms for their estimation.

3.2.1

Readability / Intelligibility

OCR based quality estimation [5, 16, 15] uses text-based distance or similarity measures to compare text extracted from
document images with manually annotated ground truth.
Such measures only describe deviations between two instances but give no semantic interpretation of their values.
Conclusions about readability or completeness of the digitized content cannot be drawn. Chunks might be missing
or even parts of a page could be cut off. Further analysis of
the content - often requiring concrete domain knowledge might be necessary.
Accordingly, the quality of spoken content depends on its
intelligibility. To which extend PESQ [28] aligns to digital
preservation needs has yet to be evaluated.

3.2.2

Detectability

To which notion are distortions within digital documents
detectable. A severity scale needs to be defined to classify
corruptions occurring during acquisition or migration. Existing quality metrics have to be evaluated how they align
to such severity definitions and if they are robust against
certain levels.

3.3

Assessing the Initial Quality

The main focus of quality assurance in digital preservation is
on migration actions. Based on the premise that the existing
quality has to be remained after migration, quality estimates
are based on full-reference similarity or quality measures.

3.3.1

No-Reference Quality Assessment

Initial quality assessments are lacking references to be compared to. Thus, no-reference or blind quality assurance algorithm should be considered [20, 35, 36, 37]. Though there
is little substantive work on this topic yet - and in some
modalities no work at all has been reported in literature - a
no-reference approach seems most promising to solve initial
quality assurance tasks.
Most of the work on no-reference quality estimation so far reported relies on the use of prior knowledge of quality degrading processes (e.g. permanent stretching of the polyester of
magnetic tapes causing noticeable pitch dropping). Overviews
of problems occurring during digitization of document image
collections are provided in [15, 17]. Such processes have to

be identified and analyzed in order to define proper models
that can be used to formulate adequate no-reference quality
estimates for digital collections.

3.3.2

Completeness

Currently it is not possible to automatically assess the completeness of a digital object or collection. For instance,
displacements of original documents during the digitization
process may result in cropped images. Without a reference
image the loss of valuable information is hardly assessable.
If sequential post-processing (e.g. layout detection) confirms
the validity of the digitized image, it is not possible to determine which part of the content is absent and to which notion
the missing information degrades the overall quality of the
document. On a broader scale, detecting missing pages in
document image collection is still not generally solved.

3.3.3

Duplicates

Solutions concerning the detection of duplicates in document
image collections are described in [4, 11, 12, 13]. The approach described is based on perceptually motivated similarity estimates to detect duplicated content in near duplicate
images. Similar approaches are required for the curation of
audio archives.

3.4

Sacrificing Quality

When opting for reduced quality in favor of reducing storage
space and costs, primitive quality estimators (e.g. PSNR,
MSR) give no conclusive description of the resulting quality. Also the xcorrSound tool package [9] is inappropriate
in such cases. Although being developed for audio quality
assurance in migration actions, it focuses on mp3 to wav
conversion to verify identical content of both versions. Perceptual similarity measures (e.g. PEAQ [27]) are required
to estimate the degradation of sound quality related to the
amount of annoyance to the listener. The applicability of
such measures proposed by literature to digital preservation
scenarios has yet not been evaluated. Especially music is
lacking proper definitions of quality issues and degradation
models as well as attempts towards comprehensive objective
perceptual quality metrics.

3.4.1

Adaptive Resolutions / Sampling Rates

A common approach to compression in digital collections is
to apply the same configuration to all items in the collection. It has been demonstrated that the perceived quality
of compressed audio depends on the dynamic range of the
encoded track [39]. Similar observations have been reported
for document images [3]. Taking this into account the rate
of degradation of the original artifacts has to be estimated
in advance.

3.5

Acceptable for Preservation

The quality metrics so far mentioned describe intrinsic properties of digitized objects. The most pressing question is: is
this digital object worth of being preserved for long time?
This question includes the previous quality characteristics is it perceived as good, is it readable, are distortions acceptable or annoying?

4.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

By elaborating the state-of-the-art of quality assurance in
digital preservation, we outlined some shortcomings concerning the objective quality estimation of digital artifacts.
We argue that for processes that alter the content of a digital
item (e.g. lossy compression, noise reduction) conventionally chosen quality measures (e.g. PSNR) are insignificant
and perceptually motivated quality estimates are indispensable. To apply such measures reported in literature to the
domain of digital preservation, they have to be thoroughly
evaluated according their relative compliance to subjectively
interpreted quality attributes.
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